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Pre-Med Students Leam Through Live Experience
Boys Injured In $25,000Brokaw Fire
by Kaye StiffThe Medical P re ce p to rs  hip program in which students work with local doctors was begun during the 1973-74 school year in order to expose highly interested Lawrence students to the field of medicine. Since students apply to medical school between the end of their junior year and midway through their senior year, the junior year was chosen for participationThe idea of this program was conceived the year before. Bill Otto (L ’74) had been invited to attend staff  conferences  and observe  surgery with a local doctor His experience resulted in two things: it confirmed his desire to enter the field of medicine and it also in spired Nicholas Maravolo, assistant professor of Biology, to open the program to more students.After receiv ing a posit ive response from several doctors, he sent out a blanket letter to ap­proximately 40 doctors. The 50 percent who replied were en­thusiastic.Students qualify to participate if they have a better than 3.0 average by the end of their sophomore year and are seriously interested in practicing medicine. Students who a re  try ing  to decide between
One of the most influentia l  voices in contemporary American journalism, Norman Cousins, who speak s  regu la r ly  through the editorial pages of Saturday Re\ lew, the magazine he has edited for more than 30 years, will be L aw rence  U n iv e rs i ty ’s co m ­mencement speaker Sunday, June 15.
NORMAN COUSINS
Cousins’ editorials were among the first to show a perception of the implications of atomic energy, and his magazine has been in the forefront of the national debates over nuclear issues. He has been a strong advocate of full development of the United Nations and is known and respected for his desire to approach world problems based not just on national interest but on human interestCousins ' Saturday Review s t re sses  ideas, the a r t s ,  and cultural interests ranging from books and music to education and travel In the last few years,
medicine and something else are also encouragedThey are then matched one-to-one with interested doctors from the area. Each pair is allowed to develop its own working relationshipDue to the shortage of doctors, it is a costly mistake to find out after you are in med school that you don't want to be a doctor This program is designed to give students a realistic view of the medical profession so they know what to expect before they enter med school.Participation was light last year, but one student is still actively involved in the program. He has participated in weekly conferences, has gone on rounds, has observed surgery for two years and a sum­mer. Although such an active role is costly to academics he feels that the benefits outweigh the costs.
This year 18 students are working with local doctors. Generally the students are active once every two weeks (the range is from twice a week to once a month). All have observed in the operating room and most have been present in the office at times.The student response this year has been excellent. All want to continue next year, and the few who
Cousins has worked and written to combat the mounting dangers to the environmentHe has written ten books and, rather than confine his views to the editorial page of his magazine, has campaigned publicly for many of the causes.His professional affiliations, prior to editorship of Saturday Review, were with The New York Kvening Post. Current History, and USA. He has lectured on American history and insti tutions in J ap a n ,  Singapore. India, Ceylon, Pakistan, Indonesia, Finland, Ethiopia, and the Soviet Union and is president of the World Association of World Federalists, which is working for world peace through world law.Cousins is on the board of the Charles F. Kettering Foundation and was chairman of the National Programming Council for Public Television, chairman of the board of governors of Dag Hammarskjöld College, a vice president of P E N ,  a world organization of writers, editors and publishers, and is past president of the Overseas Press Club FoundationHe has received more than 25 aw ard s  for his lead e rsh ip  in education,  journa l ism , peace,  foreign affairs, and citizenship and holds honorary degrees in human letters, literature and law from colleges and universities across the country.Commencement exercises will be at 11 a m on the campus green Approximately 250 seniors will receive degrees The university will .iward four honorary doctorates, and the Lawrence University  Alumni Association will confer distinguished service awards on three alumni
are going to be in Appleton this summer expect to work straight throughThe experience of “ getting the inside story’’ has strengthened the desire of most to become doctors. As one student said. “ It has removed the idealization That fact hasn't talked me out of medicine maybe it has talked me in even more.”
The students have learned that medicine isn’t just the laying-on-of hands The doctor isn't a god who can heal the wounded immediately, or often completely. A gift of two years of life takes a lot of time ef­fort, and knowledge. There are rough decisions to be made all of the time
The expectations of those going into the program essentially are to see what the practice of medicine is really like, and none of the students have been disappoin ted  The chance to spend a day with a doctor off and on has given them chance to see the normalcy and not just the glamour of medicine. It has also given them a chance to know themselves better. One student realizes now that a surgeon's life is not for him Another has learned that contact with people is essential for her; she wishes to practice and not go into research
Dr. Maravolo is pleased with the response this year and hopes that the program can continue. As a student said. “ It gives an exposure to the field that cannot be had any other way."
by Jean Erickson The Eastern European Field Trip, w hich takes place every other year, leaves this summer for a 13 week long foray into the mysteries of European and Near Eastern cu l tu re .  According to George Smalley, associate professor of Slavic languages, “ it’s the best thing Lawrence does.”What the Trip, as those par­ticipating refer to it. does is in troduce students to most of the cultural background necessary to a more complete understanding of the Slavic cultures This covers an enorm ous am ount of te r r i to ry .  Students visit countries in northern Europe, such as Sweden, Finland, and Germany.They then make a loop through the southern Socialist states and Turkey, where many of the world's most ancient trade routes are located An important stop is in Istanbul, in which the Orthodox faith, a powerful influence on Russian history, originated Most vitally, they spend a month in Russia and severa l  weeks in Yugoslavia They also tour through other Soviet countries, including Romania, Poland. Czechoslovakia, and Bulgaria Exposure to the many cultures requires an enormous amount of preparation beforehand Students must take the Slavic 29 series, which is a year long introduction into the many different languages and cultures encountered on the Trip Hopefully, they will pick up a smattering of such diverse tongues
Recovery without deep scars or other serious injury is predicted by latest reports for William Godfrey, '28 Bessemer, Mich., Alexander Smith, Green Bay, Thom as Hayakawa. Kobe, Japan, Bernard Herrick ,  Marshfield, Anton Pe te rson ,  Hollandale, who are  confined at St Elizabeth's Hospital, as a result of burns and injuries received during the fire at Brokaw Wednesday night One of Godfrey’s eyes was in bad condition but doctors now think they will save it all rightIn recognition of heroism displayed at the fire. Bernard Herrick has been rewarded by the board  of t ru s tees ,  which met Friday, as follows: His hundred- dollar debt to the college is can celled, he will be awarded three y ear’s free tuition, and will be recommended for a Carnegie hero medal.According to reports. Herrick was the first to discover the fire, and immediately aroused the men in his section and got them started toward the fire-escape He dragged one man out, and while he was going down the fire-escape, with this man in his arms, he caught Godfrey as Godfrey, badly burned, fell from his window to the fire escape beneath
Kenneth Graeves. Sturgeon Bay, was also an early discoverer of the fire. He found his door blocked by flames, broke his window, crawled through and onto the roof, and then to a nearby  f ire-escape.  He descended it and ran to a nearby pool hall from which he put in an alarm.Firemen present at the event commended all the boys for their p resence  of mind and their  coolness. Members of the Appleton lire fighting force, under Chief McGillan, stayed on duty until 2
as French, Danish, Turkish, and Georgian. The courses consist of, for each language, a gram m ar lecture and a practical session em phas iz ing  pronunciation  and com prehension of writ ten  materials.Potential “ Trippers” are  also asked to ingest as much in form ation  about the foreign cultures as possible by browsing through a r t  books, compiling guidebooks, and reading pertinent fiction. They must also complete a series of immunizations, including typhoid, typhus, cholera ,  and smallpox Of course, each student must have a valid passport Although the students receive three credits for participation, the Trip is still an expensive way to spend the summer Not including air fare, which is still fluctuating, the Trip costs $1750 This buys, aside from three Lawrence credits, food, tents, stays in hotel rooms, and Volkswagen buses Most of the Trip’s 101 nights will be spent camping, except while in Russia There, Intourist, the Soviet Tourist Agency, has decided that the students will stay in hotels The .% trippers will be broken up among eight Volkswagen buses There seven or eight people form the basic social units of the Trip “ When you’re over there, you've got to think of that bus as your mother.” says Smalley Because the buses are the only means of transportation once the students have reached the jumping off spot in Brussels, an enormous amount of
a m the next morning Fred Holz, fireman, had his hands burned by the dripping of scalding water from the walls.An investigation of the fire and its conditions will be in charge of the executive committee of the board of trustees who will examine student charges as to difficulty of egress from the buildingAs soon as the insurance is set tied, Brokaw will be repaired, in line with the policy of the board in installing the most efficient fire prevention devices, which policy will also be carried out in all buildings in the plant Estimated loss to the building is $25,000 A committee of trustees is also in­vestigating student losses, with a view to possible assistance for the most needyWhy ‘25?
As you browse through this giant size Lawrentian you may notice some changes in our layout and style No, the change is not because we didn't have anything better to do (McCarthy still can’t remember if we do or not), nor is it because we had some extra capital lying about oh how we wish we d id !) Actually the l awrentian feels that everyone needs  to relive the (a lm ost)  recession free era of the nineteen twenties A time when the Imperial Presidency consisted of “ Cal the Cool” taking afternoon naps and Havana was a vacation haven. We further wanted to do something special for the class of 1925, which is holding its fiftieth reunion We hope everyone enjoys the reprints of memorable articles from 1925. To tell the truth, however, this whole rationale just masks the fact that we wanted to be called America's Greatest College Weekly.
time is spent within the bus group.Each bus group shops for its own food, decides  its own tenting arrangements, and forms its own volleyball team Volleyball is an im portan t  recrea t iona l  ac tiv ity ,  culminating in an all Trip tour nament in Yugoslavia Smalley leels that playing volleyball is very useful tor establishing friendly re la t io n s  with the na tionals ,  especially if Lawrentians do their best to loseTo the Slavic department, the Trip has become a legend Those who went two years ago view with amusement students trying to gel organized to go for the first time They circulate stories, such as the time that ;i bus was attacked by a tram in Copenhagen. Streets in Copenhagen can be very narrow, as one driver discovered In one such street, a tram raced by and ripped the side mirror off of the bus! F ormer Trippers also warn women about the dangers of venturing alone into the bazaar in Istanbul And they give such helpful travel hints as “Take two toothbrushes, once you’ve dropped yours on one of those camp bathroom floors, you'll never want to use it again “Out there it's chaos. Every day is new disasters."  says Smalley He doesn't anticipate that the Trip will go smoothly What he does hope is that the Trip will provide each student with the security to ex periment, to increase his or her understanding of the Slavic culture, the world in general, and him or herself
Cousins To Speak 
At Commencement
Its a long u;ay to the Kremlin
P ag e  2 T H E  L A W R E N T I A N Friday ,  Ju n e  6,1975
The man who whistles
by Nancy Fay Recognize that tune wafting into | the c la ss room ? I t ’s probably  coming from ‘the whistler’, that tall man who crosses campus always whistling classical music.“The whistler” is John Kellogg, a lawyer and a resident on Brokaw Place, behind Trever He whistles through campus at least four times daily. “ No one could set their clocks by me though,’’ laughed Kellogg. " It 's  such an effort on Monday mornings, that I don’t get started very early, usually not until after 9 a.m. I begin late, and, as the week progresses, I get earlier.”Kellogg began whistling in July of 1965, when he moved to his present address and began walking to work through the LU campus. “One day I just began whistling,” said Kellogg. “The place was deserted; I found that I enjoyed it. Gradually I began to whistle everyday while crossing the campus, but, once I hit the corner of Drew and College, I quitthere were too many people around, and I didn’t want anyone to hear m e!”Continuing. Kellogg describes his progress. “ I first began to whistle tunelessly, and then snatches of several melodies. Later,  I began experimenting with classical music until I came to the point where I could whistle entire symphonies (or the parts lending themselves best to whistling) in the time it took to walk from my house to the corner of College and Drew.”For more than two months in the summer of '65, Kellogg developed his whistl ing rep e r to i re  before students began to arrive on cam ­pus. As professors were more in evidence, he became a little self- conscious But he did not really mind too much, so he continued whistling
“ When the students arrived I almost stopped,” Kellogg admitted “ My stubborn nature, however, didn’t let the stares bother me; I have a right to whistle.”People soon became accustomed to seeing and hearing Kellogg traverse campus. After a while Kellogg sa id  he even noticed smiles of enjoyment. He has never heard anyone make any remarks or unkind comments in reference to his whistling According to Kellogg, he has always had a special memory for music He has remembered all the music he ever heard, along with its name, composer and the time it was written Consequently, memorizing en t i re  sym phonies p resen ts  no problem for him Among Kellogg's favorite pieces a re  W ag ne r’s “ S na tches  from Gotterdammcrung” and Schubert’s Fifth and Ninth Symphonies He also likes Bruckner, whom he feels needs much more public exposure “ However, Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony I simply cannot abide,” emphasized Kellogg “ 1 refuse to whistle that one! I don't like the rhythms in it and, besides, it is too well known and overworked Anything very well known and sch maltzy I also stay away from.” Kellogg also finds Bach difficult to whistle “ His type of music does not lend itself well to one in strument,” he commented. “ I don’t find it impossible, but in pieces such 
as “ The Sleepers Awake" and “Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring" I must switch back and forth between the accom panim ent  and the chorales to retain the melody ”
Kellogg's whistling range is about that of a flute, enabling him to easily whistle flute sonatas He is able to hold long periods of sustained music employing both the in' whistle and the out' whistle Kellogg uses the 'in' whistle on softer themes and melodies, the •out' whistle is used to punctuate notes and emphasize rhythms
I'sing this technique. I enjoy interpreting the music myself and shuffling around movements to
John Kellogg, the whistling walker.
(Photo by Dave Davenport.)
make my own arrangements,” Kellogg said “ Som etimes I ’m surprised when I read the original score or hear a piece played the way it was meant to be. So, when someone occasionally stops me to say they like the piece I’ve been whistling, I ’m always surprised they recognize it,” he commented “ I didn’t realize people paid a t ­tention to what 1 was whistling until my mother-in-law told me that she heard that some students actually play a game on campus when I pass through, trying to be the first to guess what I am whistling that day!“ I especially enjoy the looks I receive from freshmen every fall They first make faces, then try not to express any emotion, until they find out whether I'm a professor to impress or not! Later, they become more open, when they tind out I m not connected with the University.” Continuing, Kellogg observes,  "students who have spent four years here listening to me and making occasional friendly com­ments, sometimes come to me
before their graduation and express how much they’ve enjoyed listening during their stay here.”“ Many people, however, have the misconception that I whistle when I’m happy,” interposed Kellogg always whistle crossing campus because it’s a habit I enjoy regardless of my mood Invariably someone will smile and say how nice it is to see someone who's happy — when I’m in my foulest mood!”“ I don’t whistle all the time though When it gets below degrees out I just can’t manage all that cold air in my lungs. And there are other times when I’m just too pooped to pucker!”G enerally ,  Kellogg whistles around the house and, whenever he feels like it Yet he does try refrain at work. Concluding he said “The only place I refuse to whistle is downtown. I simply cannot face all those people, and the number of stares and funny looks I would get!”
Students Vacation Plans Reveal 
Wanderlust, Ambition and Courage!
15
to
Faculty Vacation Plans —  
Travelers and Homebodies
Well, here we are at the end of another academic year We’ll pack up boxes and head off to stimulating jobs: pumping gas, packing groceries, waiting on tables, etc. We’ll grow fat and lazy and men­tally sluggish on a diet of beer, junk food, and questionable books. But while we are sinking into these marvelous, anti-intellectual days of summer what will our professors be doing?You see them now, cleaning up their offices: taking old student papers and anything else they don’t want, tossing them on a chair outside their office doors hoping they’ll be claimed Then they'll don caps and gowns and head for gradual ion exercises We’ll go off to those jobs but what will professors do when they shed their academic garb’’ A handful of professors described their plans for "The I awrentian."Ju les  I.a Kocque, assoc ia te  professor of Economics will kick off the faculty summer season by sitting in a dentist’s chair the morning after graduation Later he’ll go to the University of Chicago where h e ’ll pa r t ic ip a te  in a graduate seminarMichael Sherman. Instructor in Humanities and History, will do work from his dissertation, and in early September will head for Boulder Junction, Wisconsin, for
some relaxation. “ It’s so isolated that the birds watch the people,” Sherm an rem a rk ed  en ­thusiastically.Jerald Bullis, assistant professor of English will be digging c lams on the Pacific coast Stanford will welcome William B rem er ,  ass is tan t  professor of History as a summer professor. He’ll also be doing research  Bremer will offset this heavy dose of academia with a little fishing in September with Doug Greenberg, assistant professor of History.Greenberg, too, will be working- finishing his book and taking it to Cornell University Press, lie’ll stop on the way home to soak up some sun on Long Beach Island. New Jersey. He also plans to lie around and read  “ some baloney you know, bad novels." before joining Bremer on the fishing trip William Chaney, professor of history, will set a personal precedent by staying in Appleton over the summer. “For the first time in twenty years I'm going to stay at home,” he announced One of the happiest prescriptions for work and travel is summed up in the plans of Bertrand Goldgar. professor of English He will do re sea rch  on “ The Grubstree t  Journal" and hopes to take a trip, "perhaps to Little Chute or Kim berlv."
by Grace Nannagan <2r»>Spring may be the time that a young man’s fancy turns to love, but now spring in te re s ts  a re  dwindling, and railroad catalogues and newspaper help-wanted ads are getting the limelight Something must bedone with three months, and there are wild rumors about what some students are going to do with them
Many have heard that some Brokawites are going to bum to South America, or that someone is going to run an aeroplane. But nobody knows whom
The student who is going to s ta r t le  the mob at Waverly Beach every Sunday by jumping from an aeroplane by parachute was finally caught Alas! He is not afraid to jump from an aeroplane, but he is afraid to have his mother know about it Being soft hearted, we agreed not to use this exciting story. And there are others we cannot use, because although the applicants have answered the want- ads, the writers of the want-ads have not yet answered the ap­plicants. However, we have a big list of students who will definitely earn some money this summer, and others of those will supplement their education with travel
As everyone is tired of hearing about work this week, it will perhaps be well to begin with those who will play. Agnes Norem. '27, will take the longest trip She is to go abroad She left for her home in Antigo last Friday in order to make preparations She and a friend. Miss Anne Person, will leave New York on the S.S. "Adriatic" on June 20. They will land in Liverpool, spend a few weeks travelling throughout England, and then will go to Norway, where they will spend the rest of the vacation. Miss Norem will be back to school the latter part of September or the early part of October
Murna Wickert, ’27, and Dorothy Adsit, ’28, in company with Miss Wickert’s parents, will take a motor trip through lower Canada, coming back by way of New York State They will start about July 1, and will be gone about a month Constance Haymaker, ’28, will also motor east with her parents She will go in September Oranda liangsburg. ’25, will leave June 12 for New York City, where she will spend her vacation Mary Kreudendal. '26, will spend the sum m er in California. Ovid S trossenreuther,  with severa friends, will spend his summer motoring through California Others will take trips of a different nature. C Arthur Tuttle  and Kichard Nelson, '26, will travel for the National Home School Association. She will sell books, and her territory will be northern Minnesota, Sam Danielson and Burton Behling, 28, will also sell books. They will urge Missourians to buy their wares.
Ethel Elmer, a music special, will join the De Marco Harp En­semble Company. She is a flutist La Vahn Maesch, '25, and Bernard Behnken, '24. have organized a musical Chautauqua troup. The personnel includes Ellsworth Stiles, ’26, Wenzel Albrecht, music special, and three Madison men. they left Saturday for Minneapolis, and will be gone ten weeks, covering a territory from North Dakota to Ohio.
Two groups of men, elected from the Glee Club, will go on Chautauqua tours. Both will start in North Dakota, the first winding up in Nebraska, and the second in Wisconsin and Michigan. A group including Kudolph Kubitz, ’25, George C hristensen , Lowell Huelster, Roger Benedict. ’26, Lael Westburu. Howard Menzner, and Carl Bayer, '28. left a week ago Friday. Another will leave today. This includes George Staley, ’25, H arry  Snyder, Alden Behnke, Gordon Schiffer,  and P a lm e r  McCaonnell, ’27, Carl Engler and Reynolds Challoner, '28, and Everett Roudebush of Appleton High School
Maurice Peerenboom and Robert Thompson, '27, and Edw ard  Martini and Bernard Herrick, '28, member of the National Guard, will be at (’amp Douglas from July 12 to 27.
A number of Lawrence students go to Ludington, Michigan, a Methodist summer colony, every summer Charles Marsh and Lester Emans, '25, will be managers of the Epworth Store. Mr. Marsh worked in that capacity last year too. Ellen Tutton, Mary Bennett, and Maurine Chail, '25, and Maxine ( hail. Helen Gettelman. and Marie Gruenke, 26, have been given positions as waitresses in the Ludingtron tearoom A number of these girls are veterans. Dr. W S. Naylor is s e c re ta ry  of the Ludington colony.
The direction of camps and playgrounds is another popular summer work. Ralph Coggeshall, '26. will be play director at Lapham Park, Milwaukee. He will start work June 22 and continue for eleven weeks. Donald Gebhardt is to Ik* swimming instructor in the Racine swimming pool. Florence Valentine, ’27, will chaperone a group of girl scouts at Camp Onaway, Waupaca John Fishedick will be a counselor at Camp Stongheart at Tomahawk Lake.
Helen Duncan, a graduate of the Kenosha T ra in ing  School, is probably the only girl in this college who is able to earn a living nursing She will do private duty in Kenosha, her home town.
Sororit ies ,  honorary  societies, and other organizations are sending representatives to conventions All in all. the three months will be easily filled
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Society Koffka speaks out
Senior ( lass (.illSeniors - you will be receiving an information sheet and pledge form in your mailbox concerning the book fund
Season TicketsMake sure to order 1975-7« Artists Series and Chamber Music Series tickets before you go home for the summer. Prices will be raised one- third after June 16, and renewal of current seats is not guraanteed a f te r  that date. Contact the Lawrence Box Office, ext. 257 or the Office of Public Events, ext 287 if you have questions. Note: If you order before you go home you can have the tickets charged to your student account for next year
T-Shirls Still AvailableA few Conservatory Centennial T- Shirts are available at the box of­fice for $1.50. The shirts are being sold on a first-come, first-served basis during normal box office hours noon to six p.m daily except Sunday. If you did not get one before, or if you want another one now, hurry and get it before the supply is gone.
Reminder!Tomorrow, June 7, is the last day to reserve extra tickets for Com mencement. The tickets will not be necessary if the exercises are held on the Green, but if it rains and Commencemnt is moved to the Chapel only those with tickets will be admitted. Others will listen from Stansbury.Each senior has been alotted two tickets If you need more than that contact the box office, ext. 251 between noon and <1 p.m. All tickets will be distributed between 11 am and 6 pm at the box office on Saturday, June 14 following the Commencement practice.
< '»-opThere are still a few areas in the recently  approved Co-op reorganization that are in need of imaginative and dynamic people. L.U.C.C. has just officially ap­proved the reorganization proposal and there are  the following com­mittee positions still in need of qualified Lawrentians:Campus Talent Committee: these people are responsible for coor­dinating and funding a wide range of campus talent from all sectors of the Lawrence community . . . ex tra­curricular musical activities, photo exhibits ,  happenings, contests,  “ just for the fun of its,” dance productions, displays, etc.Film Committee: members are responsible  for funding In­te rna tiona l  Film Series ,  Film class ics ,  and oversee ing  the presentations.Campus Events Coordinator: this person will have a wide range of authority as he-she will be the coord inator  of five s tanding committees. The coordinator will be working with each of the five other coordinators, incorporating the collective imaginations of the Campus Events Staff in a com­munity effort to provide a mult- faceted program of events for Lawrence. This very important position should be filled by an imaginative and affirmative in­dividualPersons interested in becoming involved with the new Co-op should contact Jean Tissitr at ext «54 or Mark Lee at ext 352.
A Poem Worth $1000$1000 can be won by a poet The World of Poetry is sponsoring a Poetry Competition for poems of all styles and on any subjects. Each winning poem will be published in the World of Poetry Anthology and given free to every entrant Rules and official entry forms are available by writing to World of Poetry. 801 Portola Dr.. Dept 211. San Francisco. 94127. Contest closes June 30. 1975
( am pus HandbookCampus organizations and com mittees are reminded that they should return their revised campus handbook descriptions to Becky Huston and statements of intent to Dave Kaehler, both in care of the Union by the end of the term Organizations planning to be in­volved in presentations for new s tuden ts  should contact Jean  Tissier before the end of the term
Part-Time Summer EmploymentAnyone interested in employment for part of the summer (ranging from 2 to fi weeks) should contact Mr Dana ext 408 Pay is $2.50 per hour for a thirty to forty hour week. Access to a car would be helpful Mileage paid.
Assistant Editor NeededLawrence’s yearbook, the Ariel, is in need of an assistant editor for next year This year’s editor, Jane Hansen, wi'l serve in an advisory capacity to assist and prepare this person for full editorship in the following year  If in te rested ,  contact Jane at ext 309 before leaving school, or leave your name and Jane will contact you
W.W.T ShirtsLast chance to buy Women’s Week T shirts There are  10 left and can be purchased at the office of the Dean of Women
Film Classics-FKEE!F lash  Gordon Conquers The Universe” and “This is Lawrence will be shown free of charge on the Trever wall tonight at 9 pm Another free showing tomorrow of both films will be in Stansbury Theatre at 7:30 pm.
As this year draws to a close, I think it is time to recognize a few individuals on campus who have given so much and received far less than is due them These gentlemen saw a need for providing a wide range of services to this campus where none had existed in the past The list of services and programs is way too long to ever print . . the only thanks they ever received was loss of sleep, sagging GPA’s and the silent satisfaction that they and a few of their unapathetic friends had really given of them­selves to a thankless  cause .  Determined not to let the spirit die out, Rob Gillio. Bill Eggbeer, and Cindy Figge have been rewarded by L.U.C.C. approving a streamlining proposal of campus serv ices-s tuden t  ac t iv i t ies  The leadership now passes to Mark Lee who will head up the new organization. To close our column (his year, here is an open letter to the Lawrence community.
With Wednesday’s LUCC ap­proval of the CO-OP will be replaced with a new more broad reaching, encompassing, capable and virile Lawrence University community Services Cooperative Mark Lee will assume the Associate Directorship, and we wish him the utmost of fortune in the next year. He is capable, creative, and a human bi'ing in the real sense of the word, (he ideal person to guide the birth of this new organization.
Although the structure will be new. we hope but the spirit of Ihe “old" CO-OP will remain. We sincere ly  believe in potential  cooperation and coordinated cm ployment of creative energies.The capacity of the “ new” CO
Elisabeth
h> Susan Ree\es“ Today Lawrence  lacks the community spirit it had in the early sixties’’ stated Elisabeth Koffka, p rofessor em er i tu s  of history "Lawrence used to In* more of a cohesive community; now it is fragmented. We are in serious trouble  both socially and academically if we lose that spiritMrs. Koffka is certainly qualified to judge changes at Lawrence because of her long and diversified academic experiences She and her husband, one of the three founders of Gestalt psychology, moved from Germany to the United States in 1930 Mrs Koffka taught European Intellectual History for 30 years at Smith and ten at Lawrence. Now retired, she still take an active interest in campus life, attending classes, lecturing, and taking ad­vantage of Lawrence's cultural activities.She believes these cultural ac ­tivities  a r e  incomplete "The weekly convocations are one thing 1 miss Some were very poor, but many were excellent, and all elicited lively discussion. This sort of informal discussion has disap peared for the most part .”The community life group, a new concept of informal student faculty involvement, is perhaps a first step in getting back to an intimate group experience. However, Mrs. Koffka doubts the groups can build com­munity spirit because they are comprised of students and faculty who initially may not have any common ground “ You must start with a small number of people in tune with one another This is not to say people m ust hold s im ila r  opinions. The debate is what makes it worthwhile. Hut it is unrealistic to think you can be excited by everyone. I will admit that my way is not democratic, but past ex-
OP to realize this goal will be bounded only by the imagination of its staff and the participation of the community.We wish to thank everyone who has helped bring this organization to where it is now, especially those who's assistance and criticism has led to the adoption of the reorganizationNow as we look back and ask what we enjoyed most about our involvement with the CO-OP. the answer invariably comes back that it was the people with which we becam e associa ted  They all enriched our ex per ience:  the energetic, hard working people who helped institute programs or take care of the day to day details, the smiling faces of students as they received a May Day carnation or F inals  Survival Basket,  the exhilerated shouts of a Lawrentian as they shoot their first rapid or ski their  first slope, pensive and relaxed Lawrentians who stare into a campfire, partake in a “ Just for the Fun of It” , or sit on that bus knowing they can relax for awhile, the people who come up with the new ideas or criticisms or “want to get involved,” the co-operation of people on the Lawrentian and public relations staffs These people are what its all al>oiit and have made it worthwhile for us. We appreciate all of them and the personal satisfaction they have- given us.We wish the best of luck to the new CO-OP and those who become associated with it, and hope that it will bring them the sam e satisfaction that our experience has brought to usHill Eggbeer Koh ( .illio
periences assure me it works When people are in touch they tend to open up more easily.”Mrs Koffka believes the initiative for such groups should come from professors. “There too I see a problem, for the young p rofessors  a re  under s tronger  pressure than they were a few years ago For one thing their jobs are less secure because of our present economic situation." They also must spend more time on university committees leaving less time to spend informally with students. However, Koffka sees the trend toward faculty specialization as the main deterrent to interaction between faculty m em b ers  and between faculty and students.She cites the recent changes in the Freshman Studies program as one manifestation of this situation “This new program allows faculty members to settle even more comfortably into a special field During my first years here the faculty m em b ers  who taught Freshmen Studies would meet for lunch after the lectures and talk for an hour or more. I was always willing to offer help to science professors who wanted guidance on how to approach a work of history or literature. Later, then, it was gratifying to be able to go to them and say, “ What do you make of this science book?" ”She believes tha t idealy professors should audit courses outside of their field to keep abreast of other disciplines Since retiring she has taken courses in Oriental History, religion and literature “ I realized that although my special interest in European intellectual history provided me with a sound background I still was unfamiliar with many areas. It’s given me an even broader view than when 1 was teaching.”Mrs. Koffka has been an active participant in her classes, asking many questions. “ Professors have said that I’ve helped discussions by showing students they needn't have a lot of knowledge to ask questions and discuss This is fine, although I must say I did it for myself.”Mrs Koffka thinks s tuden ts  should view Lawrence as an ivory tower in the good sense of the word. “ People complain that Appleton is
isolated and hasn’t much to offer, but look at the great centers of learning, at Cambridge and Oxford Those institutions were not built in Umdon for a reason There is an advantage in being removed from the bustle of the world for four years. The institution must create its own enthusiasm. In some way or other we must bring back the idea of developing the civilized person, who can gain a small set of ex­perience obtainable at the small liberal arts  school like Lawrence From there you develop a set of guidelines from which to generalize when you face the larger centers of the world ” She perceives a real danger in losing the social and in te llectual in tegra t ion  through specialization. “ In my studies 1 have never encountered a society which can be alive and cultured after the social integration has broken down ”She hastens to add that a more intensive intellectual atmosphere is not really the answer. "More genuine human interest is needed. Students should feel relaxed enough to stop and have coffee with a new acquaintance, rather than saying,1 wish I could but I must go study.’ ” T here  is too much of a m echan ica l  a t t i tu d e  tow ard studying now according to Koffka "Becausestudents feel the pressure of the outside world they are  more likely to attack their studies in terms of hours put in rather than of interest She candidly admits, "If I had been a bookworm 1 would be long dead.” She recommends to students. "Don’t lock yourself up for the sake of doing it, but c e r ­tainly stay up all night if the book is too fascinating to put down .” Ultimately, Mrs Koffka believes students must provide the impetus for rebuilding community spirit. She advises "get interested don’t do anything for dutie’s sake, but for it's own sake. Struggle with it; make yourself work Americans genera l ly  take th ings easily  because their history has been relatively smooth, in comparison to Europe, for example. Hut now there are serious struggles in America. So I advise students to tackle something difficult, and struggle with it That is the way to face the times.”
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Salam or bye-bye
Well, it’s time to go. This past term has been full: I’ve had my chance Time now to go on to less public activities, and leave the paper to others.Only one complaint I have which isn't against myself is that no one is willing to talk when the issue is potentia lly  co ntro vers ia l  When people want the Lawrentian to plug for some organization or activity, they can’t tell us enough about it But when it is a question of problems, questions, or mistakes, the L aw ren ce  com m unity  has nothing to say. On the record, that is.A student once approached me and said that the paper should look into whether Lawrence was offered $2.5 million for the new Library by Ford Foundation When, several weeks later, that same individual was called by a reporter he refused to say anythingThroughout the term individuals have been unwilling to comment even when the issue directly af fected them.The reasons given vary according to the in te rv iew ee’s position. Students don’t want to jeopardize their positions at the University, especially where faculty are in­volvedThe faculty and the a d ­ministration simply don’t like to hang laundry out in public, whether or not it’s theirs Problems of the University, they might say, are best solved by the smallest number of people.The unfortunate result is. to quote a past editor, that “only the final decision will be a matter of public record Only the rationale behind this decision will be explained. Kven this decision will tend not to he comprehensively examined. It will appear as if there had never been any disagreement, and 111 telligent alternatives Those who may still dissent will be disinclined to ‘drag up a dead issue’. In short, while a decision is being made it won’t he discussed, after it is made it becomes a dead issue and is 'better left alone’ ”What is sad about this situation is not just the specific decision making process Also to be deplored ;ire the underlying assumptions of each group about the other two
These assumptions are based on suspicion and a view of the other groups that does no one credit.For students to assume that professors are so petty, that an uncomplimentary comment in the L aw ren tian  will affect their  academic standing is a mistake. Lawrence professors are in their positions because  of their  dedication to a quality education, and for the most part, will separate a c ad em ic  and non-academ ic aspects of University life.Students, on the other hand, are not so absolutist as to demand the removal of an administrator or a faculty member for some mistake or e r ro r  in judgem ent They probably won’t even seriously re­evaluate that person’s competence for little or no reason at all And yet that seems to be the view of non­student members of the University.Lawrence is a small community of fairly select individuals. We are here because we possess a curiosity about education, and from one point of view or another, are interested in its dissemination. We also are to some degree mature, and each group, as a body, is sufficiently responsib le  to m ake rat iona l  decisions and evaluations.N o n c o m m u n ic a t io n  and a refusal to air problems not only ignores this view; it also justifies itself. Lack of knowledge about how problems are  dealt with or even whether they are dealt with serves to increase suspicion and leads to a justification of this distrustFortunately, I can end on a happy note. This has been an encouraging year. Students have voiced ob­jec t ions  to faculty and a d ­ministrators more this year than in my previous  ex per ience  here (admittedly limited). Petitions and s tudent co m m it tees  have reasonably expressed problems as seen by the students and there has been some response. The recent decision by President Smith to request a clarification of the tenure guidelines, and furthermore to allow' for faculty discussion of these changes is especially noteworthy. Some faculty members feel that this will provide a forum for some evaluation, as well as clarification of those guidelines.It is regrettable that Smith did not see fit to have the students choose their two representatives on the committee to clarify the guidelines, but at the least two students, chosen by the faculty, will express their views.
Cheers to a better future.
A  F r i e n d l y  R e p u l s eDear Kditor:Despite the fact I have never thought about, nor felt so inspired to submit a letter to the Lawrentian, Betty Hollinger’s letter for the defence of Doctor Dungar amused and insulted me to such a degree, that I decided to break my long silence.First, however, I should point out the fact that my own personal experience has never afforded me the pleasure of either Dungar’s nor Ms Hollinger’s company, so 1 am writing this as one of the “ not all of y o u "s  Ms Hollinger so kindly clarified in one of her closing paragraphs Perhaps not having or needing the health service during my stay at LU lessens the validity of my opinions, but 1 feel they are no less valid than Ms Hollinger’s, so bear with meMs Hollinger’s main point struck me as being an important one. after I rummaged through the am higuities and cliches to find it As I understand it. Ms Hollinger wants us all to be able to accept criticism a bit better, because “ we have got to admit we are all human ’’ Be that as it may. this very “ humanness" of us all. that refuses to listen to and rejects well meaning advice, is a fact of life, as I see it One would have to be pretty naive to expect good advice to be taken without question or evaluation, especially being tin- “ children" we are Part of this childish refusal to accept
moralistic advice is what enables values and morals to change obviously, however, something to be frowned upon.Not being a nym phom aniac myself, I find Ms Hollinger’s statement about the touch of a doctor’s hands screamingly funny. Maybe you’ve been seeing tin) many X-rated flicks, Ms Hollinger. because, at least from my stand­point, 1 can hardly imagine your everyday, normal co-ed sexpot being (as you so quaintly put it) “ turned-on" by the hands of an objective gyno. Of course, not yet being “ M ature Adult Human Beings" how could we control the excitement of that "very first awakening?” If 1 didn’t find this part of the letter so humorous, 1 might be insulted by such an assumption.It does my heart good to hear someone from the P re-Pepsi  Generation admit to some degree of “ behind-the-wheel-of-a-car" follies, because otherwise I'd have nothing with which to relate: Having only two cavities and 20-20 vision, I am afraid Ms. Hollinger’s helpful little annecdotes can ’t save me—well- meaning though they be. Another point Ms. Hollinger makes is the fact that doctors are trying to save people from the horrors they have witnessed. That still does not explain  f irs t-hand accounts  of D u n g a r ’ s “ u n n e c e s s a r y  ro u g h n ess” with ce rta in  in struments for examinations . .It seems to me Ms. Hollinger speaks with a bit of hidden envy when she heaves that sigh of relief at the fact that drugs and sexual freedom weren’t ‘cool’ in her day. For perhaps then she too would have fallen prey to such un­forgivable (but fun1) sins . as it turned out. she failed to save her eyes and teeth due to not listening to good advice.I'm beginning to rattle on as badly as Ms Hollinger now, so perhaps I should get to the ‘nittv-gritty’ of this missive. Number one: Thank you for your “ sincerely interested" adv ice  Difference of opinions makes horse-racing. Number two: A doctor is public servant and if Dungar doesn’t want to give out the Pill, he is creating a bigger public nuisance by increasing the chances of unwanted pregnancies. The fact is, people have been doing “ it" for years, and it won’t just stop all of sudden, due to varying moralistic views—Different strokes for dif­ferent folks. Number three: All the problems and heartbreaks con­sidered, don’t you think today's new freedom beats doing it in the car?This letter stems from a friendly repul se- “ A l.awrenee Child"
H o l l i n g e r  O f f e n s i v e
To the Kditor:One thing we might all ponder is that a criticism striking mainly by reason of its over condescension (Dear Lawrence children," etc.), nasty-minded innuendo (Of course, ladies, the doctor’s hands feel different to you from the turned on men friends who have handled you!” ), and remarkably childish penchant for lingering with relish on whatever it can construe as Foundering Youth in the Real World ( "Maybe the real world isn’t as a lw ays protective, always- nurturing. always-manageable as you have daydreamed it ") is not a criticism which much recommends its own “ co ns truc t ivene ss ,” however "friendly” the impulse behind it Regrettably, moreover, any number of such fun f lourishes  do not, in the case of Mrs. Hollinger 's  Kpistle to Sinners, compensate for a crying lack of any sort of logic.I lowever. by all means allow me to take the opportunity of granting this Happy (indeed) the Matron with an indestructible sense of humor'From the other side of those telescoping years,—K \ R K \  tWMPBKLL
M i s s i n g  T h e  P o i n t
To (lit' Kditor:In response to the concerned letter of Betty Hollinger’s, 1 would first like to say that you are missing the point of the Health ( enter facilities. These facil i t ies  are  designed to protect the individual against illness and disease. One can not evaluate a disease in terms of morality, it must be combatted. A freer or perhaps more honest sexual climate does exist w ithin my generation.
It is unfortunate that the attitudes of some members of the medical profession do not always adjust to social change. The health hazards of venereal disease also exist. But moralizing only serves  to discourage and intimidate those w ho would otherwise seek medical attention. Medical attention as well as open programs in sex education are the only things that will prevent the fu rther  health hazards  of venereal disease.
Secondly 1 must say I resent your in te rpre ta t ion  of the “ ladies discomfort during a gynocological examination. Our sexual satisfaction and ego gratification are not dependent upon the loving hands of the gynocologist. Some women prefer a certain amount of privacy outside of an intimate and loving situation If there is tension, it is from this, not from guilt The availabili ty  of more women gynocologists would help alleviate this problem.
In your reference to the “turned- on men friends who have handled you,” I am not as insulted as sorry for the purient connotations that you must attribute to a tender and loving relationship between two mature people. What a lot to miss!—DKBORAH DKLIN '75
N o t  A  Q u e s t i o n  of  H o n o r s
To the Kditor:The editorial and the front page article on “honors papers” in the 30 May Lawrentian seem to share a common, but pe rhaps  un­warranted, assumption, that is, that the contract entered into by students engaging in independent study and their advisors is, from the outset,  a common acknowledgement that the outcome of the (hopefully) joint pursuit is to be an “ honors paper.” While the program of Honors in Independent Study at Lawrence has been, and should be, a source of achievement motivation, it is not necessarily a curricular extension of the program of independent study. Nor, indeed, must an “ honors paper” have its orgins in an independent-study registration, though most do.
A step in the direction of the realism for which the editorial seems to be searching might be made if students and their in­dependent study advisors were to regard  their  pursuits  as “ in­dependent-study p ro jec ts ,” and only that, until the results have been submitted to the Honors Committee. Presumably, by that time, student and advisor will have agreed that the project merits consideration for Honors in In­dependent Study
That such an agreement can be reached  should imply that a working relationship has been attained in the course of the project’s development (or that the student’s capability to work in­dependently was great, indeed) Short of submission for honors, the project is a matter between student and advisor; any failure on the part of the advisor to establish an ef- fective working relationship would be an occasion for mercy in the grading procedure.Yours in defense of Honors,
—.11 I KS LaHOCQl’K economics
M i s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
To the KditorI \yould like to take the op port unity to respond and amplify a number of issues raised or, in my case, not raised by your article on honors paper "problems.” I think you had the responsibility to insure a less than one-sided reporting of my views; I do not think that responsib i l i ty  was lully met Specifically, I would like to discuss briefly 1 > the concept of guidelines.2) the problem of communication, and :i) the general tone or orien­tation of the article In the interview, I was asked to outline what I thought were the responsibilities or functions of an advisor not to establish guidelines or offer “ solutions." At that time, I said I thought guidelines were fruitless—I still think so, that is why the process ultimately comes down to one of personality and educational philosophy and why “ you have to assume that the professor is going to take his r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  s e r i o u s l y . ”  Frankly, it’s not a bad assumption; in this case, guidelines are  silly and I said so in no uncertain terms in the interview. At the same time, I said that the honors paper process was as fair and objective an ap proach as could possibly be established. I wish that had been made clear in the article as well My issue with the “ problem'' of communication stems from my concern which I expressed during the interview that the Editor  would co m m it  a m icro  m acro  fallacy by assuming my problems were epidemic to the w hole process. Hindsight and self-evaluation tell me, quite frankly, that most of the communication “ problems" with my advisor were of my own making and as a result of the particular s i tua tion  under  which I was operating (a major portion of my paper was completed in the fall on the Washington Semester Program under a different advisor). Any communication "problems” were mine to solve- they are indicative of neither poor advising nor a bad honors paper process. They might be indicative of my personality— but nothing more! To use a quote from me and generalize from it in the editorial was something I warned the editor against. It is follv to assume that communication “ problems” are  indicative of the independent studies program To generalize from my case was something that I fruitlessly warned the Kditor about; I wish that warning had been heeded.Lastly, my concern with the tone or orientation of the article stems from the whole conception of honors paper “ problems.” 1 spoke with the Kditor of The Lawrentian at great length and disagreed with his own conception of them To speak of honors paper “ problems" is a fallacy as a result of extreme g en era l iza t ions  draw n  from a limited number of students. I told him so at the time; the objections raised by Messrs. Woodward and Murray are valid and well-taken.I think I know enough about journalism to recognize a well- balanced article when I see one (though there are some who would disagree). Be that as it may, I think you do a disservice by publishing a story of extremely limited concern to the community on an extremely limited number of students’ ex­pe riences  with Independent Studies. I would hate to think that your reporting has dissuaded some students from availing themselves of the Independent Studies option Kven handed reportage would have made clear that I thought the process was a sound one I don’t regret the hours and hours of work I put into my project. Digging up supposed issues against ¡he process under the general aegis of honors paper “ problems” is an ill-advised approach to journalism It creates the illusion of problems where they don’t exist for the sake of an issue —I»/U LDONNKLI.Y
I
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Mi staken As sumpt i ons
We would like to reply to last 
week’s article and editorial con 
cerning senior honor’s work 
Several mistaken assumptions 
seem to underlie th<- logic of the
I rout page article which should be 
pointed out First, three students do 
not constitute a representative 
sampling from which to make 
generalizations on the honor’s 
program at large. Over forty 
students submitted honors work 
this spring. Responsible journalism 
would oblige the author to present 
the other side of the honor's issue, 
namely the many students who 
were pleased with their advisor 
advisee relationship
Secondly, the article fails to 
acknowledge that the major burden 
of honor’s work rests on the student, 
particularly with regard to such 
matters as style and grammatical 
skills which a senior in college is 
assumed to have mastered.
While we agree with the need for 
some minimal guidelines regarding 
honor’s work and advisor-advisee
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relations which your article 
suggests, the editorial carries this 
idea into the realm of disutilit\ The 
editorial’s allusion to the 
desirability of a consensus on 
academic standards for the 
Lawrence community seems to 
counter the very purpose of a 
liberal arts institution A diversity 
of attitudes, interests, and ideals is 
the backbone of productive in 
teractions among students and 
faculty. A “myth” , if it exists at all. 
exists only in the mind of the editor 
Any student who has experienced 
five courses or even attended one of 
the university’s open forums can 
clearly see that there is no evidence 
for such a myth of common 
academic standards.
In short, the lack of substance in 
the editorial is reflected in the 
conclusion’s simple truism that 
communication between students 




SPRING TERM 1974-75 EXAM SCHEDULE
Monday, June 9
8:30 A.M. 11:10 MWF
1:30 P.M. 8:30 TTS - Eeon 24 MH222, Eng. 46
MH332,
Gov 42 MH-225, Hum 23B
MH227,
Phil-Rel 24 MH-226, Psych
43, SH-S120
Tuesday, June 10
8:30 A.M. 1:30 MWF
1:30 P.M. 11:10 TTS - Anth 42 S301, Hel 17 MH339.
Wednesday, June 11
8:30 A.M. 9:50 MWF
1:30 P.M. 9:50 TTS
Thursday, June 12
8:30 A.M. 8:30 MWF
The Desk Ladies Can Stay
by Jim Klick
In response to the overwhelming 
student approval. the ad­
ministration has committed itself to 
part time desk clerks next year 
This means that the central 
operator system has been shelved 
for at least a year
However, it is unclear how many 
hours and at what times the clerks 
will be working in the dorms The 
administration still has to consult 
the desk clerks before they can 
finalize the details for next year.
Only Joyce LaCount, the desk 
clerk at Coleman, has definitly said 
that she will not return to her job on 
a part time basis. La Count sup 
ports a family and therefore, needs 
a full time job
The other five said that they 
would be happy to return to their 
normal jobs on a part time basis so 
long as they would be able to put in 
20 hours a week. An employee of the 
university must work 20 hours a 
week to become eligible for the Life 
and Health insurance programs.
In a meeting on Thursday the 
desk ladies and administrators 
worked out an arrangement 
allowing for the minimum of 20 
hours pei week The five ladies will 
share six desks, filling La Count’s 
place
The condition of the desk ladies 
was that it would not pay them to 
work for less than 20 hours per 
week Otherwise, they would not be 
eligible to receive insurance 
benefits. They would also have been 
earning less than through unem­
ployment benefits.
‘I shall not pass this way again.
Kditor's Note: The Dally IIIini <1 
of Illinois) traditionally reprints 
this editorial at the beginning of 
each finals week.
And it came to pass 
Early in the morning toward the 
last day of the term,
There arose a great multitude 
smiting the books and wailing 
And there was much weeping and 
gnashing of teeth,
For the day of judgment was at 
hand
And they were sore afraid, for they 
had left undone 
Those things which they ought to 
have done 
And there was no help for it 
And there were many abiding in the 
dorms
Who had kept watch over their 
books by night 
But it. availed them naught.
But some there were who rose 
peacefully.
For they had prepared themselves 
the way
And made straight paths of 
knowledge.
And these were known 
As w ise burners of the midnight oil 
And to others they were known as 
“curve raisers.”
And the multitude arose 
And ate a hearty breakfast 
And they came unto the appointed 
place
And their hearts were heavy 
And they had come to pass.
But some of them 
Repented of their riotous living and 
bemoaned of their fate,
But they had not a prayer 
And at the last hour there came 
among them 
One known as the instructor;and 
they feared exceedingly.
He was of diabolical smile.
And he passed papers among them 
and went his way 
And many and varied 
Were the answers given,
For some of his teachings had fallen 
among fertile minds 
Others had fallen among the 
fallows.
While others had fallen flat 
And some there were who wrote for 
one hour.
Others for two,
But some turned away sorrowful, 
and many of these 
Offered a little bull 
In hopes of pacifying the instructor 
And these were the ones who had 
not a prayer 
And when they finished,
They gathered up their belongings 
And went their way quietly, each in 
-is own direction,
And each vowing unto himself in 
this manner:
“ I shall not pass this way again ”
C o n k e y ’s
Buy Backs All 1Vext Week
A l l  Q u i e t  o n  t h e  W e s t e r n  F r o n t  
B a r b a d o s a  I n  O u r  T i m e  
G r e a t  G a t s b y  W i n e s b u r g  O h i o  
S u n  a l s o  R i s e s
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LIT T LE F IV E S P O R T S
SUX TRIUMPH
M ID W E S T
C o o k e  H o u s e  T e a m  E n d s  
Y e a r  w ith  10-1 R e c o rd
COOKE HOUSE SUCKS (Photo by Dave Davenport.)
'N u i f l b e m j a i j »  C l u b  H o n o r s
Joshua “Josh” Rosen (5’9” ,
112 pounds), captain of the 
Cooke House Sux, has been 
selected as Lawrence’s best 
all-around athlete of the year 
Josh is noted for performing 
equally well in all sports. A 
modest sportsman, Josh* 
commented, “ I ’m proof of the 
proposition that one needs no 
natural athletic ability or 
desire to be able to excel in 
sports.
What inspired a physics 
major to rise to such jockular 
excellence? This resident of 
Chicago told us “Growing up 
in the inner city, I knew my 
only chance to make it in this 
world was through 
professional sports.”
Sponsored by
As captain of the Cooke 
House squad, Josh piloted his 
team on to victory in the 
playoffs. Josh drove the team 
on with the frenzied cry “don’t 
hurt yourselves!”
In addition to being a stellar 
athletic performer. Josh is a 
fine student, and will graduate 
with honors. It has paid off 
handsomely for this all around 
great guy. Next fall Josh will 
begin work on a masters 
degree in electrical 
engineering-baseball at 
Northwestern University. 
Josh’s one ambition is to 
eventually replace people and 
athletes with machines. This 
boy has a bright future and we 
wish him the best of luck
the N Club
for fine ©iijlitg Try
Pboijc 414/734-2011
The
C o n w a y
'M o t o r  H o t e l
The Cooke House intramura'. 
softball nine finished off a near­
perfect (10-1) season with a 
decisive 15-8 victory over the Phi 
Tau Delta fraternity team Thur­
sday afternoon. The Sux jumped out 
to a quick 7-0 lead in the first 
quarter A “bend-but don’t-break” 
defense kept the “Phis” off of the 
basepaths until an unexpected 8 run 
homer in the 2nd period by a player 
with considerable musculature who 
was identified only as “Bronco” . 
Clutch pitching by Gail “Ernie 
Bushmiller” Colman kept the 
fraternity boys at bay as the Sux 
repeatedly increased their tally. An 
otherwise perfect afternoon was 
marred when team member Ed 
“Farmer” Langer was gunned 
down on the basepaths by a 
•disgruntled and armed Phi Tau 
Delta, thus ending the contest.
The victory put the icing on a 
dramatic rags-to-riches success 
story for the team, which few inside 
analysts considered a contender at 
the outset. Doubting Thomases 
were silenced by the Sux’ im­
pressive 23-7 triumph over the 
legendary Faculty team in the 
season’s opener Employing an 
unorthodox 10-person outfield, 
shrewdly organized by Bob “We 
couldn’t think up a clever nickname 
for him’’ Plumb, the Sux dominated 
the game to such an extent that the 
opponents, faced with impending 
doom and an imminent rainstorm, 
conceded after four periods.
The next opponent was the Sage 
squad, which contained several 
non-residents. Faced with an 
illegally recruited team, the Sux 
were equal to the task and trium­
phed 1-0 in a tight pitching duel. 
Lila “Vida” Green notched her 23rd 
consecutive shut-out, lowering her 
E R A to zero. The game was 
salted away in the 14th inning by 
Scott “Buzz” Sackett’s infield home 
run.
The Cooke Machine continued to 
roll against Ormsby. Whipped into 
shape by daily workouts and stoked 
with high-liquid fuel, the Sux simply
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obliterated the Ormsbies. Back-to- 
back round trippers by Joltin’ Jim 
Kriva and Showless (“none my 
size” ) Curtis Ridge paced the at­
tack, and fine pin-point control by 
Abby “ Peaches” Zimberg kept the 
Ormsbies from threatening until 
after the game.
Heady with victory, the team was 
all too susceptible to a letdown, 
which came at the slimy hands of 
the off-campus crew. Forced to 
field a team of 3rd-stringers, due to 
the injuries inflicted during the 
previous night’s pep rally, Cooke 
fell victim to the famed human 
wave baserunning methods of tVie 
off-campusites. The Sux squan­
dered a sizable lead and were edged 
out by a 2-point margin
After this sobering defeat the 
team renewed its quest with fresh 
determination and raw courage. 
Shut-out victories over Colman, 
Trever, Plantz and the Federation 
of Small Houses got the ball rolling 
again and the Sux were in the 
playoffs. At the peak of their form, 
the squad worked day and night 
planning strategy to be used 
against the fearsome Delta Tau 
Delta boys.
The afternoon of the game found 
the crew up for the game. The 
unfortunate death the previous 
night of John “ Red” Valentine at 
the hands of an overzealous 
“Deltoid" was just the cause the 
team needed The encounter was a 
grudge match from the opening (a 
beanball). The sides exchanged 
home runs as prize fighters ex­
change punches and Christmas 
cards The game was deadlocked 
through the early innings until a 
brief scuffle broke the game <and 
several players) wide open. Blind 
with rage, the Sux hammered away 
relentlessly and conquered the 
disgraced Delts 39-10.
After the dramatic victory over 
the Delts. Cooke had trouble getting 
excited about the upcoming match 
with the inebriated Beta Epsilons. 
Despite the Sux’ insoucient at­
titude, the Beta brigands were 
surely defeated, the score 26-7. It
looked close in the second inning 
when the fraternity boys slammed 
in six runs in a row, but the team 
was confused by the Sux’ famous 
impropriety and disquieting cheers 
of “Cooke House Sux, it really 
does!” The game was put on ice by 
Andy “Christ" Christiansen’s hat 
trick That brings us up to the Phi 
Delta game, which needs no further 
explanation.
That famous impropriety (see 
above paragraph) is symbolized by 
those scurrilous T-shirts (cranked 
out on the underground presses, 
we’re sure). Some spectators 
commented on the emblem. One 
enthusiastic side-liner said “What a 
hunch of rude pies, they can sit on 
my face as far as I ’m concerned 
Eat my shorts.” A presumptive 
sorority girl, wearing both a 
sorority T-shirt and an Ormsby Zoo 
shirt, said “those people should be 
shoveled off the edge of the earth, 
we need serious school spirit.”
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Why go to college? Don’t ! ! Many 
a youth has put four precious years 
of life into college, only to find when 
it was all over that he was better 
equipped to live, with broadened 
outlook upon the world of which he 
was a citizen and with abilities 
heightened to a degree which made 
him a beacon among his fellows. 
His former job no longer fitted him 
He had become a dreamer—a 
dreamer of dreams which goaded 
him on to rough paths up mountain 
heights where the ascent was dif­
ficult and companions were few 
His was no longer an easy task He 
must work. He had seen. And, 
seeing, he had been fired with 
determination to go on and up He 
had gone up up where heights 
were difficult of climbing and here 
at last he had found himself quite 
alone. Beneath were the contented, 
easy-faring, who dozed in the 
valleys and despaired of attaining 
heights And there were also those 
who, climbing, looked up to him for 
encouragement and help Many a 
man has become president or 
bishop or author of corporation 
executive by going to college Don’t 
go, unless you are willing to risk the 
consequences.
If you go to college you are apt to 
be under a spell for the remainder 
of your natural life. One can never 
forget the witchery of moonlight of 
ivied walls of college halls or the 
twilight that lurks under the 
spreading branches of trees which 
line the walks in December 
starlight There are memories of 
nights when white-shirted figures 
followed the blare of bands up the
village street, all because Barney 
had made that last touchdown when 
the score was 7 to 3. There is the 
haunting melody of college songs as 
you heard them on such a night, as 
soft girlish voices sang them on the 
sorority porch above. There is the 
sepulchral tone of the old bell with 
its ten o'clock warning, and the 
scamper of hurring feet, with last 
sly good bys and
Don’t go to college, for there you 
may meet your better half Full 
many a chap, all unsuspecting, has 
sallied away to college halls, only to 
fall victim to the simple charms of 
some fair co-ed who was not to 
blame that her eyes were like stars 
and her face more gladsome than 
the fresh beauty of May flowers 
She was not to blame that her step 
was buoyant with radiant health 
and her life sunny and witching But 
the poor chap who had no more of 
mother wit than to go to the college 
where she went—he, poor fellow- 
well, why shouldn’t he have known 
better than to go to college anyway?
It takes time to go to college. You 
simply cut four years out of the 
fifty-odd that are to be Those 
years are determining years. In 
them you should be doing 
something, net merely dreaming of 
what you will do or learning how to 
do it Don't worry about sharpening 
the saw before you start to work 
Just cut into your timber If the saw 
needs filing, so much the worse for 
the timber and the sawdust. Get to 
work.
copyright, 1921, Kobert Caspar 
Lintner.
O n  The Screen
Buster Crabbe returns to the 
screen in the new space adventure, 
“ Flash Gordon Conquers the 
Universe.” Directed by Ray Taylor 
this third of the Flash Gordon 
serials once again gives audiences 
a breathtaking glimpse into the 
future. The serial starts this Friday 
at the Trever Riverside Theater, at
9 pm Viewing on the lawn will be 
free.
The story centers around Flash 
(Jordon’s valiant efforts to save 
Earth from a collision with another 
planet Along with his friends. Dale 
Arden, and the brilliant Dr. Sarkov, 
Flash discovers that the planetary 
collision is part of a diabolical plot 
masterminded by the evil and 
power-mad Emperor Ming 
Numerous adventures ensue as 
Flash and his friends do battle 
with Ming and his henchmen
The Flash Gordon serials are a
by Ann Francis 
Conkey’s Book Store, in 
collaboration with the bookstore 
committee has adopted a new 
policy for Lawrence purchase 
orders effective fall term Instead 
of ordering required books one term 
in advance, a stock will be ordered 
each spring for the following 
academic year 
John Zimmerman, manager of 
Conkey’s hopes that the new system 
will solve some of the current 
problems of obtaining books during 
the year.
Peter Fritzell, assistant professor 
of English, foresees possible ad­
vantages in ordering books in the 
spring Instances of required texts 
arriving the ninth week of the term, 
or not at all, may be reduced Books 
bought at wholesale warehouses 
during the summer could result in 
decreased costs for students.
Students may continue to buy 
books during the first week of 
classes, or at the end of the 
preceding term The change will 
not effect existing refund or used- 
book sale policies.
The change was adopted because 
of the changes in the publishing 
industry over the past ten years. It 
is difficult for publishers to ac­
curately estimate demands lor 
texts because of decreased college 
enrollments. As a result, many
books are no longer available on 
short notice during the academic 
year.
“ It is just something new that we 
hope will benefit everyone,” 
Zimmerman said
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Columbia Studios release On the 
same program at the Riverside 
Theater is an experimental film, 
“This is Lawrence” . Done in color 
the film is a documentary on 
utopian visions of education Using 
a quiet town in Kansas, the film 
traces the development of 
educational ideals through a 
montage of interviews and 
surrealistic scenes. The film comes 
to a climax with a vivid picture of 
what the future holds Critics have 
called these climatic scenes 
dramatic and shocking for they 
show the educational institution of 
the future as over-administered and 
inhabited by campus mail sorters, 
food service employees, and phones 
that ring in hallways.
Both films will show on Saturday 
as well. The screenings at Stan 
sburv start at 7..30 p m Again, 
admission is free
We somewhat humbly present for 
your perusal a small part of the 
great wit and wisdom of Oscar 
Wilde i who has b»*en called “just as 
amoral as he was clever” ), along 
with a great part of the small wit of 
the Lawrence community. As Wilde 
said, "on an occasion of this kind it 
becomes more than a moral duty to 
speak one’s mind It becomes a 
pleasure ”
One of our institution’s fine 
English professors is reputed to 
have said this on Wednesday: 
"Let’s say I agree with you. for the 
sake of argument.” But one of his 
students did get in the last word, an 
event not common, with this ob­
servation, "yes . . .  it is . . . it is a 
satire.” Remember, "(t)here is no 
sin except stupidity."
We understand from a generally 
reliable source that the Lawrence 
College Republicans are playing a 
game of musical chairmen. And the 
Democratic Youth Caucus has been 
tabled for next year. "Democracy 
means simply the bludgeoning of 
the people by the people for the 
people.”
"Too many chickens spoil the 
broth ”
Washington has its Deep Throat, 
and Lawrence has its Thunder 
Thighs
Name that swoon:
"I look around me; all ! see is 
bare.
I feel my senses dulling, in 
despair.
There is no place a burdened man 
can find
Some comfort, sigh, I have no 
peace of mind.”
From a one-time “ leader of 
cam pus opin ion-ma k i ng. ”
“ Education is an admirable 
thing, but it is well to remember 
from time to time that nothing 
worth learning can be taught ”
DEPENDABLE ¡Y1ARKIEI) COUPLE NEED SUMMER 
HOUSINi, (June, July and August ). (’all 739-3663 until 5
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Popular Fallacies
We laugh at the college hoy who took calf’s 
brains for breakfast the day before exam­
ination;
Yet the man who gorges himself with lean 
meat, to add to his muscle is acting no more 
wisely.
Beans are muscle builders, so are milk and 
eggs and many of the other lesome 
foods served at D o w n e r ’s.
And each is prepared and eooked with a view 
to preserving all its nutritive properties
DOWNER’S 
RESTAURANT
Tuesday evening last, The 
Lawrentian was graced with the 
company of Mr and Mrs. Marvin 
Keil, '25 “Shorty” Keil provided 
some fantastic anecdotes about the 
good old days and told us about his 
job as proctor at Chapel; “the more 
refined and cultured en­
tertainment” they were restricted 
to; the time a May King, instead of a 
May Queen was elected; and the 
tennis court fence story. *« 
Some 40 members of the class of 
1925 will be meeting for their fiftieth
reunion next weekend Among 
those attending will be Dr. Marie 
Finger Hale, '25, who “Shorty” told 
us did “missionary work and some 
teaching” and now is traveling 
from Redlands, California for the 
weekend Dr and Mrs. Charles 
Marsh, ’25 (Mrs Marsh is the 
former Chloro Thurman of the class 
of 1926) will also be in attendance. 
Dr. Marsh was a member of the 
honorary society Phi Beta Kappa
and at one time served as the Dean 
of Faculty at William and Mary 
College in Williamsburg, Virginia 
where they now reside.
Among the activities planned are 
a buffet dinner at the home of 
President and Mrs. Thomas Smith 
in the evening, a reunion dinner, 
tennis, golf, and various meetings 
and get-togethers during which 
time a memorial gift will be 
decided upon Housing for the 
weekend will be provided in Colman 
Hall.
It is sincerely hoped that all 
visiting alumni of the class of ’25 
and their spouses will have a fine 
weekend filled with many pleasant 
memories.
On the academic front, news has 
just been received that Daniel 
Taylor, assistant professor of 
classics, is the author of a book just 
published by an Amsterdam 
publisher of a series known as 
“ Studies in the history of 
Linguistics.” Taylor’s book, which 
will be used as a text (probably on 
the graduate school level, ac­
cording to the author), is 
“ Declinato: A Study of the 
Linguistic Theory of Marcus 
Terentius Varro.”
Taylor, a graduate of Lawrence 
who received his Ph.D. from the 
University of Washington, taught at 
the University of Illinois before 
joining the Lawrence faculty last 
fall His specialization is the 
Graeco-Roman gram m atica l 
tradition
Michael J. La Marca, associate 
professor of biology, has been in­
vited to attend the Gordon 
Research Conference on
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Gametogenesis in Plymouth, N.H., 
in July. La Marca, one of only 100 
conferees from the United States 
and Europe to be invited, has done 
extensive work in developmental 
biology
Gordon Research Conferences 
were established to stimulate 
research in universities, research 
foundations, and industrial 
laboratories. Among the objectives 
of the conferences is “to extend the 
frontiers of science by fostering a 
free and informal exchange of ideas 
among persons actively interested 
in the subject under consideration.”
La Marca joined the Lawrence 
faculty in 1965 after teaching four 
years at Rutgers University. He 
holds an A B. degree from New 
York State University at Albany 
and a Ph.D. from Cornell 
University. He has been the 
recipient of research grants from 
the National Science Foundation 
and has published extensively as 
well
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